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Abstract—The FPGA compilation process (synthesis, map,
place, and route) is a time consuming task that severely limits
designer productivity. Compilation time can be reduced by saving
implementation data in the form of hard macros. Hard macros
consist of previously synthesized, placed and routed circuits
that enable rapid design assembly because of the native FPGA
circuitry (primitives and nets) which they encapsulate.
This work presents results from creating a new FPGA design
flow based on hard macros called HMFlow. HMFlow has shown
speedups of 10-50X over the fastest configuration of the Xilinx
tools. Designed for rapid prototyping, HMFlow achieves these
speedups by only utilizing up to 50 percent of the resources on
an FPGA and produces implementations that run 2-4X slower
than those produced by Xilinx. These speedups are obtained on
a wide range of benchmark designs with some exceeding 18,000
slices on a Virtex 4 LX200.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For years, hardware designers have looked on almost despairingly at the rapid compile times of their software engineering colleagues. While their software friends perform many
compile-debug-edit cycles per day, they are lucky to get one
per day, or sometimes, one per week. Faster implementation
times would ultimately translate into improved productivity
because hardware engineers would be able to test and debug
more designs per day—just like their software counterparts.
Unfortunately, FPGA implementation times are not getting
much faster, largely because devices keep getting bigger with
every generation.
One may argue, for verification purposes at least, that
compilation time can be avoided simply by using simulation
to verify correct function. Indeed, where possible, simulation
can and should be the tool of choice. Compile times for
simulators are similar in duration to conventional software
compiles and simulators provide more convenient observability than FPGA devices. However, simulation executes RTL
approximately 1,000,000 times more slowly than silicon. For
complex designs, e.g., software radio, radar, print rendering,
etc., it often takes too long to verify functional correctness in
simulation. Engineers in these situations may initially perform
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RTL verification with a simulator, but later, as simulation time
begins to be counted in days, these engineers start loading
their designs into FPGAs so their algorithms can be tested
in-system, with actual data.
One way to accelerate debug and verification time is to
reduce the amount of computation required to convert RTL
to a bitstream by using pre-compiled modules. For example,
in software, pre-compiled modules take the form of large
pre-compiled libraries that need only be linked to the final
executable during the compile-debug-edit cycle. Pre-compiled
modules are widely used in software compilation flows and
they dramatically reduce build time by eliminating compilation, e.g., reducing the computational effort required to build
a software application.
In hardware, pre-compiled modules are typically referred to
as “hard macros.” A hard macro is a module that has been precompiled (previously synthesized/mapped/placed/routed) and
stored in a library for later use by a designer. Previous work [1]
demonstrates the feasibility of a design methodology based on
hard macros and exhibits the potential they have to accelerate
FPGA compilation times for rapid prototyping purposes. This
work further demonstrates the validity of this technique by
implementing a complete FPGA design flow based on hard
macros called HMFlow.
Our goal for HMFlow is to demonstrate a reduction in
compilation time of at least 10× over the conventional Xilinx
design flow. In order to focus on this goal, design implementation was optimized for rapid compilation rather than clock rate
and area. In addition, we only targeted designs which utilize
50% or less of FPGA resources for a given device. These
tradeoffs are quite acceptable for rapid prototyping purposes
where compilation time is a significant bottleneck.
The primary research questions answered in this paper are:
• What challenges exist in constructing a rapid FPGA
compilation flow using hard macros?
• How can such challenges be overcome?
• How much faster is a hard macro-based compilation flow
than a conventional flow?
• What impact does rapid compilation have on maximum
clock rate and area?

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: In Section II
we describe similar efforts to accelerate FPGA compilation.
Section III introduces the main challenge of creating a hard
macro-based design flow for commercial FPGAs and a new
open source FPGA CAD tool framework called RapidSmith.
In Section IV we present and describe the new hard macrobased design flow called HMFlow, its challenges and how they
were overcome to achieve rapid compilation. In Section V the
benchmark circuits and the performance of HMFlow on those
circuits is presented and analyzed. In Section VI we conclude
and describe future efforts of HMFlow.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Accelerating place and route is one way to reduce overall
compilation time. Three different approaches to reduce place
and route time are: (1) use variants of sequential algorithms,
(2) develop parallel versions of these algorithms, or (3) accept
a lower Quality of Result (QOR). Among these approaches
are techniques such as router parallelization [2], multiphase
placement [3], accelerated simulated annealing [4][5], clustered hierarchical placement [6] [7], and accelerated routing
[8]. In contrast to the others, [5], [6] and [7] have reported on
results that trade QOR for reduced place and route time.
Another way to reduce FPGA implementation time is to
simply reduce the amount of circuitry that needs to be placed
and routed by using pre-compiled (previously placed/routed)
circuits wherever possible. Horta and Lockwood [9] demonstrated the creation of bitstream-based re-locatable cores which
are quite similar in nature to hard macros. Similar efforts
are reported in [10] where bitstream hard cores were used
in a network-on-chip to provide accelerated logic emulation
and prototyping. Unfortunately, bitstream hard cores are less
flexible because they must reside between restrictive configuration boundaries and require matching bus macro interfaces
to be present both in the core as well as in the existing FPGA
configuration. Similar work by Tessier [6] shows usage of preplaced macroblocks accelerate place and route by 2.6× over
commercial tools, however, the macroblocks did not include
any routing information.
Intermediate virtual fabrics are another strategy that exploits
reuse of pre-compiled structures [11]. This technique abstracts
the FPGA to a domain-specific fabric created off-line and
customized for a particular application domain. These fabrics accommodate macroblocks which are placed and routed
quickly onto the fabric. This technique is effective if the
intermediate fabric has already been built for a particular
application, however, each newly created intermediate fabric
still requires a lengthy place and route.
Our approach differs from those previously mentioned in
that it uses non-traditional algorithms for placement and
routing and preserves internal routing within hard macros to
potentially reduce routing time. The tool described in this work
is also compatible with System Generator, a commerciallyavailable design capture system provided by Xilinx. By leveraging non-traditional algorithms, custom hard macros and System Generator, we demonstrate a new approach to accelerate

FPGA compilation.
III. R APID S MITH : A N XDL F RAMEWORK
Experimenting with actual Xilinx devices requires a new
physical CAD flow (place/route) that supports hard macros. As
reported by [1], the Xilinx placer does not handle hard macros
well; when fed designs that included several hard macros,
placement often failed, or exhibited excessively long runtimes.
PlanAhead, the Xilinx physical floor-planning tool, is also not
well-suited to our purposes because it does not automatically
generate re-locatable hard macros. Xilinx does provide an
exchange format, the Xilinx Design Language (XDL), which
is an open design format and exposes enough device detail
(however, without timing data) so that experimental place and
route software can be written to directly target Xilinx devices.
Although XDL is quite verbose, it is very useful and forms
the basis of RapidSmith, a tool that can be used to rapidly
prototype CAD tools for Xilinx devices.
Used to develop HMFlow, RapidSmith (1) imports designs
in XDL, (2) provides an efficient API for manipulating XDL
designs, e.g., sufficient to write a placer or router and (3)
exports designs as XDL to the Xilinx software so a bitstream
can be generated. XDL and RapidSmith played an important
role in the development of HMFlow and are discussed in the
remainder of this section.
A. Xilinx Design Language (XDL)
XDL is an interface provided by Xilinx which is a humanreadable text-based language describing native circuits for
Xilinx FPGAs. XDL describes circuit designs in the same
fashion as the more widely used Netlist Circuit Description
(NCD) file format. NCD and XDL files describe a native
(physical) netlist for Xilinx FPGAs that contain mapped FPGA
primitives and circuit networks (nets). These native netlists
can represent designs which can exist at any phase of place
or route. The XDL interface exists as a Xilinx executable
distributed with its design tools called xdl.
The xdl program has three modes; one to convert NCD
to XDL files (-ncd2xdl), one to convert XDL to NCD files
(-xdl2ncd) and a -report mode. The first two modes
allow the user to gain access to designs in XDL and convert
them back to NCD for use in the remainder of the Xilinx
tool flow as can be seen from the top portion of Figure 1.
The report mode produces several gigabytes of textual data
in reports called XDLRC files which describe a particular
FPGA device. Although XDLRC report files do not contain
any timing information about a device, they do provide the
user with enough information to create full, non-timing driven
placement and routing tools.
Although XDL allows the user to access the proprietary
NCD format and manipulate designs in XDL, there existed
no framework at the time of our experimentation to easily
build FPGA CAD tools1 . The lack of support for XDL and its
1 However, since that time, open source projects leveraging XDL called Torc
[12] and OpenPR [13] have been developed.
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ungainly nature led to the creation of our own custom XDL
tool framework called RapidSmith.
B. RapidSmith: A Framework for the Rapid Creation of FPGA
CAD Tools
RapidSmith [14] is a Java-based software tool which leverages XDL and enables the rapid creation of FPGA CAD tools
for Xilinx FPGAs. RapidSmith solves two major challenges of
using XDL. First, RapidSmith provides a complete framework
that can import XDL, modify designs and export XDL to
allow the design to be used in the remainder of the Xilinx
tool flow. Second, it dramatically reduces the multi-gigabytesized XDLRC report files to a much more compact format
suitable for the use and creation of custom FPGA CAD tools.
RapidSmith can import/export XDL designs anywhere in the
Xilinx tool flow that accepts NCD as seen in Figure 1. RapidSmith includes a fast, custom-built XDL parser to import designs into its own data structure for manipulation. The RapidSmith design data structure has over 200 APIs specifically
written for design manipulation. This design data structure is
patterned heavily after XDL in that it uses the same design
abstractions: primitive instances, nets, modules and module
instances. The organization of these design abstractions in
XDL and RapidSmith is shown in Figure 2. XDL designs (and
thus, RapidSmith designs) are composed of a collection of
primitive instances (such as SLICELs, DSP48s, etc.) and nets
(input/output pins with optional routing elements). Modules,
although found less frequently in conventional designs, are
different in that they present a level of hierarchy in the design.
A module contains a collection of instances and nets which
are treated as a single entity. These modules are particularly
useful to this work because they can be used to represent hard
macro definitions which contain relative placement and routing
information. Module instances are simply the instantiation of
a module in a design.
One of the most challenging tasks in designing RapidSmith
was to provide light-weight, fast and efficient files describing
an FPGA device. This can be a difficult task when modern
FPGAs can contain 10,000,000s of separate wires and over
100,000 primitives. In RapidSmith, this task has been accom-

plished by aggressive object reuse and custom serialization
layered with a publicly-available serialization protocol [15].
Using this technique (see [16] for details), RapidSmith is able
to achieve dramatic reduction of FPGA device representation
by converting XDLRC report files into a format that is 1000013000× smaller than the raw text. For example, a 23 GB
XDLRC report file detailing a Virtex 6 LX760 part can
be compacted into a file that is less than 2MB and loads
into memory in less than 2.5 seconds. The size, and more
importantly, the load times of these files were critical for the
construction of a rapid prototyping tool flow.
Given our success of using RapidSmith to create custom
FPGA CAD tools such as placers and routers, RapidSmith has
been released as an open source tool for the benefit of the research community. RapidSmith downloads, documentation and
examples are available at http://rapidsmith.sf.net.
IV. HMF LOW: A R APID P ROTOTYPING F LOW
HMFlow is the vehicle by which we demonstrate the effectiveness of hard macros at accelerating FPGA compilation.
The flow begins by importing designs created using Xilinx
System Generator as seen in Figure 3. Design data are stored
in Simulink Model Files (.MDL) that are parsed by the design
parser and mapper tool. The mapper also identifies each block
in a design and its corresponding hard macro. If the hard macro
does not exist in the hard macro cache, the mapper invokes
the hard macro generator to create one for the mapper and to
store it in the cache.
Once all of the hard macros have been created or retrieved
from the cache, they are given to the design stitcher, which
will “stitch” all of the hard macros together. The design
stitcher also inserts appropriate I/O buffers (IOBs) and clock
generation circuitry. The design is then passed to the hard
macro placer and router to be exported as a final placed and
routed implementation in XDL.
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The remainder of this section describes in detail the design
entry techniques, algorithms and steps that have been constructed to realize and implement HMFlow.
A. Xilinx System Generator
Although HMFlow can be used with any design entry
tool, System Generator was chosen for this work because it
provided several benefits out-of-the-box. System Generator is
well-suited to hard macros because it is a block-based design
tool. HMFlow automatically converts each of the System
Generator blocks into a hard macro as shown in Figure 4.
Also, since HMFlow uses System Generator designs as input,
existing System Generator simulation tools can be leveraged
for HMFlow-bound designs.
Another advantage of using System Generator is its design
compilation path. HMFlow provides a rapid prototyping path
so designs can be quickly tested on an FPGA. However, once
the design is functionally correct, a high quality implementation is needed for design deployment. Since HMFlow accepts
designs that are System Generator compatible, a high QOR is
easily obtained (albeit with much longer runtime) by simply
using the conventional Xilinx System Generator tools.
B. Design Parsing, Hard Macro Mapping and Generation
1) Simulink Design Parser: The first step of HMFlow is
to parse the System Generator design stored in the Simulink
Model file (MDL). HMFlow has a custom built JavaCC-based
parser to perform this task and populates a custom made
Simulink-compatible data structure.
One drawback of using System Generator is that information about design blocks, such as bit widths of ports, are not
stored in the MDL file. To obtain this missing data, the parser
has to recalculate these widths on-the-fly during parsing and it
must be done on a block-by-block basis. Despite this technical
challenge, HMFlow is able to support over 75% of the most
commonly used System Generator blocks in HMFlow designs.
2) Hard Macro Mapping: The mapper receives the design
from the parser and iterates over all of the blocks in the data
structure to identify the System Generator blocks. For each
block it finds, an MD5 hash is generated from its type and
parameters to uniquely identify the block and corresponding
hard macro. The mapper then uses the hash to check the cache

to see if the hard macro has already been built. If the hard
macro has already been built, it is loaded from the cache and
given to the mapper. If the hard macro is not in the cache, the
mapper invokes the hard macro generator.
3) Automated Hard Macro Generation: Xilinx does not
provide any method for automated hard macro creation of
arbitrary designs. The only method provided is a tedious,
manual process using FPGA Editor. Therefore, an automated
hard macro generator was created using RapidSmith. This
hard macro generator is an improved version of that used in
preliminary work [1].
To create hard macros in HMFlow, arbitrary design blocks
(NGC netlists from System Generator) are implemented with
the conventional Xilinx tools. Designs are prepared by inserting special port-identifying hard macros which are attached
to each of the inputs and outputs of a design. These special
hard macros remain untouched as the design passes through
the Xilinx tools and specify the ports to create in the final
hard macro. After synthesis of the hard macro-bound design,
resource utilization counts are extracted from the synthesis
report to generate slice, DSP48 and BRAM placement constraints. These constraints ensure that hard macros are compact
and maximize the number of valid locations they can be placed
on the FPGA.
Once the placed and routed design (NCD file) is generated
with the Xilinx tools, it is converted to XDL for manipulation
by the hard macro generator. The hard macro generator then
performs various transformations2 on the design to convert it to
a Xilinx compatible hard macro. The hard macro is then stored
in the hard macro cache using a similar compact format to that
used in RapidSmith device files as described in Section III-B.
C. Design Stitcher
After the mapper has gathered all of the hard macros
corresponding to a design, the design stitcher must perform
the “stitching” of all the hard macros together into a single
implementation. Design stitching requires the creation of nets
in the XDL to designate connections between the hard macro
ports. These connections are created based on connections
present in the original System Generator design description.
Once all of the nets have been created, the design stitcher
will instantiate the proper IOBs according to the pins designated in the System Generator design. Once these IOBs are
created, clock generation circuitry is added to the design. In
the Virtex 4 series, an additional step is required to avoid the
NBTI effect [17] which requires the connection of all unused
DCMs to an on-chip oscillator, the PMV primitive. After this
step, the design is completely mapped to the FPGA and could
be output to XDL. However, to avoid slow hard disk access
times, the design is passed directly to the hard macro placer.
D. Hard Macro Placer
Since HMFlow uses hard macros instead of FPGA primitives as the objects that are placed onto the FPGA fabric, there
2 More details on hard macros and their conversion can be found in
RapidSmith documentation [16].

is a significant reduction in problem size. Even though the hard
macros produced from System Generator design blocks are
relatively fine-grained, they still result in a 10-20× reduction
of objects requiring placement. However, the algorithm used
to perform placement also affects how fast placement will
occur. Throughout the development of HMFlow, three different
placers were created, a recursive bi-partitioning placer, a
random placer and finally a greedy heuristic placer.
1) Recursive bi-partitioning Placer: The most commonly
used FPGA placement algorithm is simulated annealing. This
is due to its ability to obtain high quality implementations
(which are often characterized by minimized wire length) at
the expense of longer runtimes. In most cases, this is quite
desirable because of the need to obtain a high QOR. However with rapid compilation as a goal for HMFlow, different
algorithms were tested for their ability to perform placement
quickly.
Our first attempt at a fast placer followed the approach
of Maidee et. al [18] which used a recursive bi-partitioning
algorithm. This involves partitioning the hard macros of a
design into two separate groups such that the number of
connections between the two groups is minimized. The two
groups were created and optimized using the heuristic developed by Kernighan and Lin [19]. By recursively dividing
each subgroup in this manner, it would ultimately reduce
total wire length of the nets in the design. Our attempts
using this implementation did show significant acceleration
of the placement process, however, the quality of most of
the resulting implementations resulted in clock rates averaging
approximately 67 MHz on Virtex 4 parts. This result may be
due to our choice of partitioning parameters or the lack of a
final simulated annealing step as used in [18].
2) Random Placer: Through various experiments, random
placements of several hard macro designs were attempted. The
results were surprising in that most of the designs were still
route-able and produced similar implementation quality to that
of the recursive bi-partitioning placer. The random placer was
extremely fast, placing most designs in a fraction of a second.
This was due to the fact that each hard macro was placed
only once rather than being swapped several times as in the
partitioning placer.
3) Heuristic Placer: The conclusion made from the surprising performance of the random placer is that rapid placement
can be achieved by placing each hard macro once, but doing so
in a manner that made an attempt at optimizing the placement.
This would improve on the quality of the random placement,
but still retain the fast execution time of the random placer.
The greedy heuristic developed was quite simple since it
depended mostly on the amount of connectivity between hard
macros. The heuristic dictates that hard macros are placed
one-by-one starting with those containing DSP48 or BRAM
primitives as those are the most scarce primitives on the FPGA
fabric. Following the DSP/BRAM hard macros, placement
priority is given to the largest (greatest number of occupied
tiles) hard macros first, as they may be the next most difficult
to place.

When a hard macro is placed, the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd most
connected hard macro to the current hard macro is queried
to see if it has already been placed. If so, the current hard
macro is placed as close as possible to its highly connected
companion. If none of the three hard macros are already
placed, the hard macro is placed arbitrarily into one of nine
bins designated on the FPGA fabric. This process proceeds
until all hard macros are placed. This technique has proven
successful on all benchmark designs used when resource
utilization is 50% or less of the FPGA. Results comparing the
three placement algorithms are deferred to Section V where
the benchmark designs used are described in detail.
E. Full Design Router
The Xilinx router, par, has an option (-p) to only perform
the routing of a design, however, if a design is partially routed,
those routes are not guaranteed to remain intact. This is a
problem if the output of HMFlow were to create a placed hard
macro design in XDL and then converted to NCD for par
to route because the hard macros are flattened in the XDLto-NCD conversion process. This would negate any savings
provided by hard macros which contained routed nets. To
leverage pre-routed routes from hard macros, a custom, full
design router was created using RapidSmith for HMFlow.
Traditionally, the most popular FPGA router algorithm has
been PathFinder [20] because of its ability to negotiate routing
conflicts in an effective way. However, PathFinder requires
several iterations over the nets of a design in order to complete
successfully. It is this iterative nature that optimizes circuit
speed at the expense of longer runtime. For this reason, a
different algorithmic approach was taken for HMFlow.
A simple FPGA routing technique is that of a maze router
and is the principle algorithm used in this work. A maze router
is fast because it only makes a single pass through all the
nets in a design. However, unlike PathFinder, FPGA routing
resources are assigned on a first-come, first-served basis which
can cause significant routing conflicts given certain scenarios.
To overcome these potential conflicts, the router in HMFlow
uses a congestion avoidance technique. When a design is
first loaded in the router, it is analyzed for potential conflicts
(which are mostly architecture-specific) by looking for hot spot
routing switch boxes or certain input pins that have a unique
input path. In these cases, the routing resources are reserved
for the net which will require them most to complete the route.
This technique has been successful in all designs tested when
FPGA slice utilization has been 50% or less. Mixed results are
found when utilization exceeds half of the FPGA. Despite this
limitation, the router used in HMFlow has proven to be 3-10×
faster than the fastest configuration of the Xilinx router (par
-p) execution3 and allows for preservation of internal hard
macro routes. This router is also capable of routing arbitrary
designs and can be used for general purposes.
3 Because of the limitation by which par can be timed for execution, the
performance comparison represents the time it takes to load a design from
disk, route the design and then save the routed design to disk for par and the
router used in HMFlow. It is expected that if file access times were removed,
the HMFlow router would be faster than this estimate.

TABLE I
B ENCHMARK D ESIGN C HARACTERISTICS
Benchmark
Name
pd control
polyphaseFilter
aliasingDDC
dualDivider
computeMetric
fft1024
filtersAndFFT
frequencyEst
dualFilter
trellisDecoder
filterFFTCM
multibandCorr
signalEst

V4 Part
Name
SX35
SX35
SX35
SX35
SX35
SX35
SX35
SX55
SX55
LX200
LX200
LX200
LX200

Slices
Used
150
680
806
1832
2551
2553
5203
6988
11173
16973
18883
19732
23841

BRAMs
Used
1
8
1
0
56
8
25
31
33
61
81
52
126

DSP48s
Used
0
4
3
6
40
12
31
72
26
53
12
23
47

TABLE II
H ARD M ACRO P LACER A LGORITHM C OMPARISON
HMs* /
HMIs**
12/21
30/79
25/78
39/542
64/332
48/313
92/588
249/757
93/901
196/1328
149/920
90/1472
390/1448

*HMs = Unique hard macros in the design
**HMIs = Total hard macro instances in the design

V. R ESULTS
This section describes the efforts to ensure adequate benchmark designs that properly illustrate HMFlow’s capability to
scale to large designs and large commercial FPGAs. Using
these benchmarks, comparison data of the three placement
algorithms developed for HMFlow is put forth. Finally, comparison data of the benchmarks implemented with HMFlow
and conventional Xilinx tools is presented and analyzed.
All data presented in this section was measured on an HP
workstation running Windows XP SP3 32-bit, with an Intel
Core 2 Duo (E6850) 3.0 GHz processor and 4GB RAM.
All FPGAs tested are from the Xilinx Virtex 4 series with a
speed grade of -10 and Xilinx ISE ver. 12.3 was used for all
experiments. RapidSmith and HMFlow Java implementations
used the Oracle JVM ver. 1.6.0 21.
A. Benchmark Designs
In order to adequately demonstrate the effectiveness of hard
macros on FPGA compilation time and their potential for
design size scalability, a wide variety of design types and
sizes were compiled and used. These designs, outlined in
Table I, contain a variety of algorithms, processing cores and
data paths. Some of the smaller designs include circuits such
as a PicoBlaze, FIR filters, polyphase filters, state machines
and 1024-point FFTs/IFFTs. Most of the larger blocks were
taken from a very large experimental telemetry receiver design
[21] which required three large FPGAs for its implementation.
The telemetry receiver design was an excellent source of
benchmark circuits on account of its large size and because the
design was originally implemented and optimized in System
Generator.
As shown in Table I, three different Virtex 4 devices were
targeted, the SX35, SX55 and LX200 which is the largest part
in the series. The table also shows that the 13 benchmark
designs range in size from 150 slices to over 23,000 slices.
BRAM and DSP48 primitive counts are representative of the
typical circuits used and are present to illustrate that HMFlow
and hard macros can be used with heterogeneous types of

Benchmark
Name
pd control
polyphaseFilter
aliasingDDC
computeMetric
fft1024
frequencyEst
filterFFTCM
Averages

Runtime (seconds)
REC
RAND
FAST
0.266
0.047
0.016
3.281
0.063
0.015
3.234
0.047
0.016
15.86
0.157
0.047
11.703
0.094
0.047
29.156
0.391
0.219
203.9
2.765
0.984
38.2
0.51
0.192

Clock Rate (MHz)
REC
RAND
FAST
92
65
129
111
65
108
97
67
107
69
54
57
67
47
74
50
30
60
43
27
37
75.6
50.7
81.7

REC: Recursive bi-partitioning placer, RAND: Random placer, FAST: Fast
heuristic placer

primitives without issue. The final column of Table I shows
the number of unique hard macros the design contains and also
the total number of instances of hard macros in the design.
The latter number illustrates the number of objects the placer
must place whereas the former illustrates the number of hard
macros that exist in the cache and must be created. In most
cases, hard macros are reused on average between 2 and 10
times illustrating another reuse benefit of hard macros.
B. Hard Macro Placer Algorithms
As mentioned in Section IV-D, three placers were created
during the development of HMFlow: a recursive bi-partitioning
placer (REC), a random placer (RAND) and a fast heuristic
placer (FAST). The subset of benchmark designs available
during placer development were placed three times, once for
each placer as shown in Table II. Clock rates were obtained
after each placement was routed with the HMFlow router and
measured with the Xilinx tool, trce.
As can be seen from the listed averages at the bottom of
Table II, the FAST placer had the fastest execution of the three
placers and produced, on average, the highest quality circuit.
These results show that the custom heuristic designed for hard
macro placement is capable of producing higher quality results
than the RAND and REC placer, yet, still execute with speed
similar to that of the RAND placer.
C. HMFlow Performance
After the complete realization of HMFlow, all 13 benchmark
circuits were implemented with both the Xilinx tools and
HMFlow. Since the benchmark circuits were created as Xilinx
System Generator designs, the Xilinx tools runtime included
the time elapsed during the following steps:
• System Generator NGC generation (outputs netlist)
• NGDBuild (outputs NGD)
• map (outputs mapped circuit in NCD format)
• par (outputs placed and routed circuit)
Some steps of the Xilinx flow allow execution to be
optimized to reduce overall runtime. Therefore, options such
as overall-effort-level in map and par were set to their
lowest setting to ensure that the comparison is made with the
fastest execution of the Xilinx tools. Although theoretically
possible, bitstream creation (.NCD to .BIT) could not be

TABLE III
RUNTIME P ERFORMANCE OF HMF LOW AND C OMPARISON TO X ILINX F LOW
Benchmark
Name
pd control
polyphaseFilter
aliasingDDC
dualDivider
computeMetric
fft1024
filtersAndFFT
frequencyEst
dualFilter
trellisDecoder
filterFFTCM
multibandCorr
signalEst
1

Simulink
Parser
0.093s
0.094s
0.11s
0.313s
0.281s
0.235s
0.328s
0.437s
0.469s
0.656s
0.516s
0.828s
0.843s

Mapper /
HM Cache
0.735s
0.75s
0.765s
0.89s
0.891s
0.937s
0.984s
1.5s
1.313s
1.719s
1.937s
1.797s
2.328s

Design
Stitcher
0.187s
0.219s
0.219s
0.203s
0.641s
0.297s
0.797s
0.578s
1.203s
1.422s
1.641s
1.844s
2.157s

Hard Macro
Placer
0.016s
0.015s
0.016s
0.047s
0.047s
0.047s
0.188s
0.219s
0.437s
0.547s
0.984s
1.859s
1.531s

Design
Router
0.219s
1.406s
1.453s
2.407s
6.359s
4.953s
12.312s
18.11s
34.672s
54.015s
69.938s
73.297s
107.547s

XDL
Export
0.062s
0.11s
0.125s
0.218s
0.609s
0.375s
0.75s
1.171s
1.656s
2.5s
3.046s
5.781s
15.375s

HMFlow
Runtime
1.3s
2.6s
2.7s
4.1s
8.8s
6.8s
15.4s
22s
39.8s
60.9s
78.1s
85.4s
129.8s

Xilinx
Runtime
65.6s
60.3s
62.2s
96.6s
160.8s
119.3s
254.1s
373.5s
469s
824.6s
1021.3s
786.2s
1508.7s

HMFlow
Speedup1
50×
23.2×
23.1×
23.7×
18.2×
17.4×
16.5×
17×
11.8×
13.5×
13.1×
9.2×
11.6×

XDL to
NCD
2.8s
4s
7.4s
6.3s
17.1s
10.3s
20.3s
107.3s
140.4s
115.1s
541.2s
506.7s
869.2s

We define HMFlow speedup as the time it takes Xilinx to create a placed and routed implementation divided by the time it takes HMFlow to create a placed and routed
implementation from the same System Generator design.

legally accelerated by HMFlow due to licensing issues, thus,
bitgen execution time is omitted as it would be identical for
either of the design flows.
The total runtime of HMFlow is measured as the sum of
time elapsed during the following steps:
• Simulink Parser (reads/parses System Generator design)
• Mapper/Hard Macro Cache (maps/retrieves hard macros)
• Design Stitcher (combines hard macros together)
• Hard Macro Placer (places all hard macros)
• Design Router (routes all un-routed nets)
• XDL Export (outputs placed and routed XDL design file)
Table III contains the runtimes for the individual steps in
HMFlow, the total runtimes of HMFlow and Xilinx tools and
the speedup of HMFlow over the Xilinx tools. A preliminary
observation is that the speedup obtained by HMFlow is much
greater (23-50×) for the smaller designs than the larger
designs (9.2-13.5×). There are a few possible causes for this
phenomenon. First, the Xilinx tools write out intermediate
design files between each step of the design process and must
also load device database files for each step. This is in contrast
to HMFlow which loads design information once (during
Simulink parsing and hard macro cache accesses) and loads
the RapidSmith device files once for the entire execution of
HMFlow. Therefore, the Xilinx tools spend a disproportionate
amount of time reading/writing files for the smaller designs.
A second possible cause for the faster speedup of smaller
designs could be attributed to the algorithms used in the Xilinx
tools. As Xilinx must accommodate very large designs on very
large parts, their algorithms might be tuned for larger designs
and thus, perform better. However, our suspicions lie with the
former explanation rather than the latter.
If the runtimes of all benchmarks are averaged, Figure 5a
shows a pie chart illustrating the runtime distribution of
HMFlow. As can be seen from Figure 5a, the majority of
the time is spent in the router. This illustrates the speed at
which all the other steps in HMFlow operate. A completely
placed implementation can be obtained from HMFlow in a
matter of seconds for even the largest benchmarks. Although
the RapidSmith router runs 3-10× faster than the Xilinx router,

Placer
1%
Stitcher
2%
Mapper/
HM Cache
4%

Router
85%

XDL
to
NCD
84%

HMFlow
16%

Simulink
Parser
1%
XDL Export
7%

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Average runtime distribution of HMFlow (b) HMFlow Runtime
as a percentage of total time to run HMFlow and create an NCD file

it is still the most time consuming process in HMFlow. This
is likely because of the granularity of hard macros used in
the benchmark designs. The hard macros do not contain a
significant percentage of all nets in the final design, most of
the nets exist between the external ports of the hard macros.
For this reason, the router must route almost all of the nets
in the design in the final step of HMFlow. Future work on
HMFlow will concentrate on creating larger, more routingdense hard macros to help alleviate this problem.
One technical issue with HMFlow and the Xilinx tools is
the time it takes to create an NCD file from an XDL file. The
file formats are equivalent, however, XDL must be converted
to NCD in order to create a bitstream. The far right column
of Table III lists the runtime to generate an NCD file for
the resulting HMFlow benchmark implementation. As designs
get larger, the conversion time escalates. Figure 5b shows the
average runtime distribution if the runtime of HMFlow and
XDL conversion are combined.
In order to achieve the dramatic reduction in runtime,
HMFlow trades faster runtime for a lower maximum clock
rate as shown in Figure 6. On average, HMFlow produces
implementations that are 2-4× slower than those created by
the Xilinx tools. For rapid prototyping purposes, this tradeoff
is acceptable because even though the design will run 2-4×
slower, overall, it will be executing 10,000s of times faster
than simulation.

Max Design Clock Speed
(MHz)

300

Xilinx Implementation
250

HMFlow Implementation
200
150
100
50
0

Fig. 6. A comparison plot of the benchmark circuits maximum clock rates
when implemented with HMFlow and the Xilinx tools (the reader is reminded
that the Xilinx tools are likely to have produced a higher quality circuit,
however, these figures represent the fastest Xilinx tools configuration).

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the effectiveness of
using hard macros to reduce FPGA compilation runtime for
rapid prototyping. When a designer can sacrifice 2-4× in clock
rate and limit FPGA utilization to 50%, HMFlow is capable of
compiling designs 10-50× faster than the fastest Xilinx flow.
This ultimately translates into improved productivity for debug
and verification engineers. HMFlow is able to accomplish
this by leveraging non-traditional algorithms and a new XDL
framework for Xilinx FPGAs called RapidSmith.
There are two directions for future work we intend to
pursue. First, future work on HMFlow will focus on rapid
compilation for high QOR implementations. Hard macros will
continue to play an integral part of the new approach as they
have the capacity to capture timing closure information for
larger design blocks which ultimately can be reused from run
to run. Second, in addition to enabling support for newer
Xilinx devices such as Virtex 5, HMFlow will expand its
design input options beyond System Generator to demonstrate
the broad impact that its rapid prototyping capabilities can
have on a variety of design environments.
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